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For your protection. . .

SCIENTIFIC testing now provides rigid
` control of the purity of milk handled

by a reliable dairy plant . The GILT
EDGE Dairy Plant takes full advantage

' of these modern methods of health pro-
" tection for users of its products . Mainte-

nance of certain high standards at the
- mill, sources is the first step . Next comes

carefully controlled pasteurization . . .
which means raising the temperature to
a certain level that is far below the boil-
ing point yet high enough to provide full
protection against certain diseases that
might otherwise be communicated through
milk . Third step for your protection is the
careful handling of milk from the pas-
teurization plant to your home, through
modern bottling machinery and the use of
DACRO bottles and caps that protect the
pouring lip from contamination .

Use More Dairy Products for Better Health
MILK. A quart a day for the growing child, BUTTER . Ask for fresh, wholesome, Norman-
and a pint a day for the adult is the recommen- made GILT EDGE BUTTER at your grocer's .
dation of expert dietitians . Plan your menus Made with the same high standards as other
on a basis of what your family really needs . dairy products from this plant .

COTTAGE CHEESE . A dairy product that
ICE CREAM. Few other foods provide such deserves to be used more . Excellent in many
a happy combination of delicious taste and kinds of salads, or by itself . Contains the valu-
valuable food elements . Children who do not able elements of milk, but not so fattening as
drink milk readily can benefit from frequent - whole milk and ice cream.
servings of ice cream. The low GILT EDGE
price-25 (-cuts a quart for ice cream at the CHOCOLATE MILK. Delicious as a warm
plant-makes it possible to serve it often . Avail- weather beverage . Tempting to children who
able in a score of popular flavors . refuse plain milk .

And Many Other Wholesome Dairy Foods

GILT EDGE
DAIRY PRODUCTS
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